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What are elementary 
particles?

They are something elementary. We have a lot of them.
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Field theory?

In our language, each “particles” are actually “fields.”
φ(x,t)

These are functions of space-time.

electron field, quark field, electromagnetic field, Higgs field..
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Fields follow their equations of 
motion. 

（classical theory）

φ(x,t)
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φ(x,t)

Fields follow their equations of 
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φ(x,t)

This is the particle. This is one of the solution of the 
equations of motion. Nothing difficult.

Fields follow their equations of 
motion. 

（classical theory）
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We call the collection of  equations of motion as 
“theory” or “model.” The equations of motions 

are derived from a single quantity, the Lagrangian.

(Taken from NHK)
The Standard Model
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Yes, but what’s nice is that we can predict infinite numbers 
of physical quantity out of finite numbers of parameters.

Well, is that it?

（Renormalizable theory）
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And, it works (almost) perfectly.
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For example,

We can calculate the W boson mass 
by inputting 

* the Z boson mass, 
* strength of the Coulomb force α, 
* and the muon lifetime.

very good agreement.
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And,

All the flavor changing processes 
are governed by a single 3x3 

matrix, the CKM matrix.

Perfect.

（it has four parameters.）
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And, the most non-trival one is this.

This is the most mysterious part of the Standard Model, 
but it was there. 
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In the strong interactions among hadrons, 
there are so called the isospin symmetry to 

mix the proton and the neutron:

What’s the Higgs field 
and the Higgs boson?

Let’s follow a little bit of history.

They are indeed similar once we ignore the electric charge. 
They have similar masses and similar interactions.18



Yang-Mills theory (non-abelian gauge theory)1954: 

As in the case of electromagnetism, there appeared a 
massless particle (gauge boson). 

There aren’t such particles…

Yang and Mills constructed a theory in which the 
isospin sources the force.

By the analogy of the electromagnetic interactions 
which are sourced by electric charges,
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1961:

proton and neutron get masses from fermion 
condensation in the vacuum just as in superconductors.

This theory predicts massless spin 0 particle.
It is identified as the pions.

In general, massless particle appears when spontaneous 
symmetry breaking happens.
（Nambu-Goldstone theorem)

Spontaneous symmetry breaking by 
Nambu and Jona-Lasinio
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Simple model (and it is actually a part 
of the Standard Model)

Let’s prepare a field:

This quantity is invariant under SU(2) which 
mixes φ1 and φ2.
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when the potential depends only on

The theory has SU(2) symmetry.

Which means,
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For example,

With this potential,
we have a smaller energy for nonvanishing

At every point in the space

Potential

this configuration minimizes the potential. This means 
that that’s a solution of the equation of motion.23



the solution picks up a special direction in SU(2).

Of course, this is also a solution:

But not distinguishable with

What’s important is

Not SU(2) symmetric world anymore.
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For example, in the Standard Model,

the Yukawa interactions between φ and leptons give a 
mass to the electron while the neutrinos remain 

massless.
(actually we call the component “electron” when it 

gets a mass.)

Theory is symmetric, but the nature is not.

This is the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
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Theory is SU(2) symmetric.

That means SU(2) transformed 
configuration has the same energy.

The potential has a flat direction.

This represents the Nambu-Goldstone boson.

In history, it seems that the theorists thought that the spontaneous 
symmetry breaking may be useful for approximate symmetry such 

as isospin, but the appearance of the Nambu-Goldstone boson 
doesn’t quite match to real world…
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1964: Higgs, and independently by Brout, Englert, 
Guralnik, Hagen and Kibble

In gauge theory, spontaneous symmetry breaking 
gives masses to the gauge bosons, while Nambu-

Goldstone boson does not appear.

OK, now we can use this framework to describe 
the hadron world(!?)

And, there appears the Higgs boson.
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…..

….



1967:  Weinberg
It is actually the weak interaction that can be 

described by the Higgs mechanism.

Yang-Mills+Nambu+Higgs+Weinberg…

Now unified to the framework of the Standard Model.

By the way, the hadron world also turns out to be 
the gauge theory, but yet another interesting 

realization called the confinement phase. Interesting.
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Now look at the table again.

SU(2)

SU(2)

SU(3)

The Standard Model unifies particles which have different 
properties into common fields. For example, the electron 
and neutrino are indistinguishable originally but separated 

by the Higgs configuration!
30
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and then,



OK, nice history. 
Are we done?

Not quite. The Standard Model has a full of mystery.

Why three generation?
Dark Matter?

Why three forces?

Neutrino mass?

Inflation?
What’s Higgs? Dark energy?

Where are anti-particles?Strong CP problem

Why charges quantized?

Why many kinds of particles?
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Higgs?

It does look like an artificial construction.

It is consistent, but why do we have such a field?
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We know that there are always dynamics behind the 
spontaneous symmetry breaking.

Superconductor

chiral symmetry breaking

ice to water
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Higgs is probably some effective degree of freedom.

If so, the Standard Model should be replaced by a more 
fundamental theory at a microscopic scale.

If you look at carefully, they may 
have some structure (?)

Which means, the Standard Model predictions 
should not be perfect.
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But, it looks perfect.. 

Maybe the replacement happens at a very microscopic 
scale, i.e., the high energy scale such as 10-100TeV. 

(energy scale = 1/distance scale)36



That’s strange.

We do not expect a hierarchy between the electroweak 
scale and the scale of the replacement.

10-100TeV 125GeV
???

What is going on?
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Maybe there is some reason for this scale separation.

Supersymmetry?

this predicts mh ~ mZ = 91GeV
not so bad. But 125GeV is a bit too heavy?

Nambu-Goldstone Higgs?

The Higgs boson maybe originated as the NG 
boson.  Higgs as an approximately massless boson.

In either cases, there should be new particles
at O(TeV) scale.

Where are they hiding?
38



Dark Matter?
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The Standard Model does not explain this
component of the Universe.

Actually, the SM of particle physics
does not explain any of them.
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A possible link to the Higgs physics?

A new stable TeV scale particle can naturally
explain dark matter component of the Universe.

WIMP Scenario:

At a very high temperature, the new particle, X,
populates.

At a low temperature, the number density is
suppressed by the Boltzmann factor
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X can reduce their numbers by pair annihilation
processes.

X+X→SM particles

At some point, the typical time scale to find 
X gets beyond the age of the Universe.

number of X doesn’t change anymore.
Remain today as the dark matter.
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Energy density is completely determined by
the annihilation cross section.

It turns out, the required cross section is of 
order TeV-2 scale.

Interesting.
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Looking for WIMP dark matter

X X

proton proton

We may be able to see it soon.

WIMP must interact with us.
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Where are antiparticles?

SM does not have a mechanism for this.
We need CP violation in order for the particle
and antiparticle to have different properties.

CP violation through CKM is too small for this purpose.45



Speaking of CP…
We have seen that CKM theory explains

all the flavor/CP violating processes.

But, actually, there is another source of CP violation
in the Standard Model.

There is a parameter called 𝜃 which
controls the way how the topologically
non-trivial configurations contribute to

physics.
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The 𝜃 parameter must be very small, such as < 10-9.

Strong CP problem

This problem can be solved if there is a new
particle called “Axion.”

Interestingly, the axion with masses O(0.01meV)
can be the dark matter of the Universe.
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axion

photon

EM field

Looking for Axions

taken from [Y. Semertzidis and S. Youn ’22]48



Neutrino masses

We are now sure that the neutrino have finite masses.
Where do they come from?

It is pretty fun to learn how we found
neutrino masses.
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in 1960’s Davis and Bahcall
found that the number of

neutrino coming from the sun
is too few. ？

？
Now it is understood as the neutrino oscillation.
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Neutrinos are waves.

E=hν
51



Now let’s think of two waves
with slightly different energies.

gradually waves separate away
52



Now look at the sum and the difference

sum diff

we see oscillation.
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In this way, if the electron neutrino is a superposition
of neutrinos with different masses,

neutrinos can oscillate into different flavors,
explaining the deficit.

= ν1 ν2 ν3+ +0.8 0.6 0.15

= ν1 ν2 ν3+ +-0.5 0.5 0.7

= ν1 ν2 ν3- +-0.3 0.6 0.7
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ν1 ν2 ν3

three neutrinos with different masses

ν1

ν2

ν3

ν1

ν2

ν3

or

We don’t know which is the case, yet.

light

heavy
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In any case, the masses are tiny,

at most O(0.1eV).

Probably, this came from a very high energy physics,

such as Grand Unified Theory.
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Grand Unification?

It is interesting that gauge theory based on SO(10)
can unify all the forces and fermions.
It also contains right-handed neutrinos
which account for the neutrino masses.57



Higgs seems not be unified…

Could be related to the origin of the Higgs field?

One interesting consequence:  proton decay
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Looking for Proton decay

Theory predictions are around 1034-36 years.
we may see it!
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There are various
mysteries in the SM…

Big discoveries may be waiting for us.
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Lecture 2:  Renormalization and naturalness
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Let me explain how theory works in general.

theory

Theory is something what we define. Don’t 
think that we know how nature works. This is 

just our language.

physical quantity A physical quantity B

calculation

+ parameters

this is the usual way of thinking.
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But, in reality

theory

physical quantity A physical quantity B

+ parameters

human’s language
physics

what we’d like to know is this relation!

this part is only half physical. 
often requires some regularization that depends 

on who you are.

this is the physics question!
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In fact,

theory A

physical quantity A physical quantity B

+ parameters A

human’s language
physics

there can be many different theories that 
give the same relation.

theory B

+ parameters B

…

what we’d like to know is this relation!
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theory A

physical quantity A physical quantity B

+ parameters A

human’s language
physics

theory B

+ parameters B

…

Renormalization is this type of transformation.

what we’d like to know is this relation!
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OK, Let’s discuss in more detail.

<latexit sha1_base64="JudpPzeeeVKxUP0rC5bHhs90x3c=">AAACGnicbVDNS8MwHE39nPOr6tFLcAheHK0M9SIMvXjwMMF9wFpLmqZbWJqWJBVG17/Di/+KFw+KeBMv/jdmWw+6+SDweO/3kvyenzAqlWV9GwuLS8srq6W18vrG5ta2ubPbknEqMGnimMWi4yNJGOWkqahipJMIgiKfkbY/uBr77QciJI35nRomxI1Qj9OQYqS05Jl25mDE4E3uZY6IIOUqhxfwGGYO05cECDqxjsNaDkdO0qej+5pnVqyqNQGcJ3ZBKqBAwzM/nSDGaUS4wgxJ2bWtRLkZEopiRvKyk0qSIDxAPdLVlKOISDebrJbDQ60EMIyFPlzBifo7kaFIymHk68kIqb6c9cbif143VeG5m1GepIpwPH0oTBlUMRz3BAMqCFZsqAnCguq/QtxHAmGl2yzrEuzZledJ66Rqn1bt21qlflnUUQL74AAcARucgTq4Bg3QBBg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pqMLRpHZA39gfP0AZ1ef2g==</latexit>

Lint = ��

4
|�|4

Let’s consider a simple model:

and calculate a physical quantity.

scattering amplitude (or cross section with a fixed energy)

[See textbook of A. Zee]
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At the lowest order in perturbation theory,

Very simple. If we ignore O(λ2) terms, 
we can determine the Lagrangian parameter λ, 

by an experiment with a fixed energy.
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cross section:

energy
<latexit sha1_base64="v6rFSMAXHHPFeWZrxhi3aQchZCw=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVoN3VGRN0IRTcuK9gHdIYhk6ZtaJIZkoxQhvkMN/6KGxeKuO3OvzFtB9HWA4HDOedyc08YM6q043xZhZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd8/eP2ipKJGYNHHEItkJkSKMCtLUVDPSiSVBPGSkHY5up377kUhFI/GgxzHxORoI2qcYaSMF9mnqKTrgCFZUFXqRicIfIXCqGbyGqSG5pbLALjs1Zwa4TNyclEGORmBPvF6EE06Exgwp1XWdWPspkppiRrKSlygSIzxCA9I1VCBOlJ/ODsvgiVF6sB9J84SGM/X3RIq4UmMemiRHeqgWvan4n9dNdP/KT6mIE00Eni/qJwzqCE5bgj0qCdZsbAjCkpq/QjxEEmFtuiyZEtzFk5dJ66zmXtTc+/Ny/SavowiOwDGoABdcgjq4Aw3QBBg8gRfwBt6tZ+vV+rA+59GClc8cgj+wJt+qbp5K</latexit>

�(s)

�(s0)
=

s0
s

This is the prediction of the theory.
This is a non-trivial relation between physical quantities.

up to O(λ2)

or more simply,
<latexit sha1_base64="thzu8TFFRnwhD58onlSENJNtmGc=">AAACAnicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9WvUkXoJFaC9lV0S9CEUvXgoVbCu0y5JN0zY0u1mSrFCW4sW/4sWDIl79Fd78N6btHrR1IDDMzOPlTRBzprTjfFu5peWV1bX8emFjc2t7x97dayqRSEIbRHAh7wOsKGcRbWimOb2PJcVhwGkrGF5P/NYDlYqJ6E6PYuqFuB+xHiNYG8m3D9IaKqky6giTQrWS8p0yGqNL5Pp20ak4U6BF4makCBnqvv3V6QqShDTShGOl2q4Tay/FUjPC6bjQSRSNMRniPm0bGuGQKi+dnjBGx0bpop6Q5kUaTdXfEykOlRqFgUmGWA/UvDcR//Paie5deCmL4kTTiMwW9RKOtECTPlCXSUo0HxmCiWTmr4gMsMREm9YKpgR3/uRF0jypuGcV9/a0WL3K6sjDIRxBCVw4hyrcQB0aQOARnuEV3qwn68V6tz5m0ZyVzezDH1ifP/8QlJo=</latexit>

M(s)

M(s0)
= 1 up to O(λ2)

It doesn’t contain Lagrangian parameter, λ.
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Now let’s consider O(λ2) terms.

+…

This integral diverges….
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Well, let’s cut-off the integral.
Clearly artificial treatment, but let’s just do that.

(let’s ignore m2 for simplicity)

(C is some numerical factor. Not important for this discussion.)

Then what?

(We are in the human side. Whatever you 
do is a part of the theory.)
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Actually that’s it. Remember that what we are doing is to 
obtain a correction to

<latexit sha1_base64="thzu8TFFRnwhD58onlSENJNtmGc=">AAACAnicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9WvUkXoJFaC9lV0S9CEUvXgoVbCu0y5JN0zY0u1mSrFCW4sW/4sWDIl79Fd78N6btHrR1IDDMzOPlTRBzprTjfFu5peWV1bX8emFjc2t7x97dayqRSEIbRHAh7wOsKGcRbWimOb2PJcVhwGkrGF5P/NYDlYqJ6E6PYuqFuB+xHiNYG8m3D9IaKqky6giTQrWS8p0yGqNL5Pp20ak4U6BF4makCBnqvv3V6QqShDTShGOl2q4Tay/FUjPC6bjQSRSNMRniPm0bGuGQKi+dnjBGx0bpop6Q5kUaTdXfEykOlRqFgUmGWA/UvDcR//Paie5deCmL4kTTiMwW9RKOtECTPlCXSUo0HxmCiWTmr4gMsMREm9YKpgR3/uRF0jypuGcV9/a0WL3K6sjDIRxBCVw4hyrcQB0aQOARnuEV3qwn68V6tz5m0ZyVzezDH1ifP/8QlJo=</latexit>

M(s)

M(s0)
= 1 up to O(λ2)

We can actually do this already.

The last line doesn’t contain λ or Λ!
We now find that M depends on energies.
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OK, we see that we can do it.

This is already a non-trivial prediction.

Λ

λ(Λ) we obtain the same M on this line. Moving on this 
line is called the renormalization group flow.

Theory parameters changed while 
physics unchanged.

By looking at the formula, we realize that
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theory A

physical quantity A physical quantity B

+ parameters A

human’s language
physics

theory B

+ parameters B

…

what we’d like to know is this relation!

Now we understand that the renormalization is not 
quite physics, just our language.
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Hierarchy problem is related to renormalization. 
But I’d like to stress that the it is a physics 

problem.



Let’s discuss the hierarchy problem.

We start with the following belief.

Standard Model

something more 
fundamental 

physics.

75
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As a toy example,

let’s consider a model with new heavy particle X.

Standard Model

Standard Model 
+ X

very simple example.
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Let’s calculate the Higgs boson mass mφ in both 
theories at O(κ).

SM and SM+X both can give correct predictions to 
physical quantities as long as the scale of our interest is 

much lower than Mx. 

(SM)

Lagrangian parameter in SM.

(SM+X)

Lagrangian parameter in SM+X.
this part even depends on how we calculate. But we learned 

already that we don’t care.
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We are calculating a physical quantity:

(125GeV)2

This just requires the Lagrangian parameters in each 
theory to satisfy these equations. (renormalization)

We learned that this is not a problem. But..

This just requires 
<latexit sha1_base64="MgyFXhlNSxIoc2BcdBUyb48W4bU=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16krcBItQN2WmiLosuunCRQX7gM44ZDKZNjTJDElGKKW48VfcuFDErV/hzr8xbWehrQcCh3Pu4eaeMGVUacf5tpaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z1de2+/pZJMYtLECUtkJ0SKMCpIU1PNSCeVBPGQkXY4uJ747QciFU3EnR6mxOeoJ2hMMdJGCuxDHtTvq9DTCZyxsndj0hE6DeySU3GmgIvEzUkJ5GgE9pcXJTjjRGjMkFJd10m1P0JSU8zIuOhliqQID1CPdA0ViBPlj6YnjOGJUSIYJ9I8oeFU/Z0YIa7UkIdmkiPdV/PeRPzP62Y6vvRHVKSZJgLPFsUZg+bgSR8wopJgzYaGICyp+SvEfSQR1qa1oinBnT95kbSqFfe84t6elWpXeR0FcASOQRm44ALUQB00QBNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+piNLll55gD8gfX5A2EulYA=</latexit>

m2
H

! m2
H
(⇤).

Similarly, 
<latexit sha1_base64="rZHJ3Zt/arACo+V3NPjRacObDpk=">AAACH3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRahgpSZItVl0Y0LhQr2Ap2xnEnTNjQzE5KMUIa+iRtfxY0LRcRd38a0HURbDwQ+/v8cTs7vC86Utu2xtbS8srq2ntnIbm5t7+zm9vbrKooloTUS8Ug2fVCUs5DWNNOcNoWkEPicNvzB1cRvPFKpWBTe66GgXgC9kHUZAW2kdq7sDkAIwK6OcIoF98bMd+DkFN+2mw+lqTejH6udy9tFe1p4EZwU8iitajv35XYiEgc01ISDUi3HFtpLQGpGOB1l3VhRAWQAPdoyGEJAlZdM7xvhY6N0cDeS5oUaT9XfEwkESg0D33QGoPtq3puI/3mtWHcvvISFItY0JLNF3Zhjc/AkLNxhkhLNhwaASGb+ikkfJBBtIs2aEJz5kxehXio65aJzd5avXKZxZNAhOkIF5KBzVEHXqIpqiKAn9ILe0Lv1bL1aH9bnrHXJSmcO0J+yxt+S8qAt</latexit>

 ! (⇤),M2
X ! M2

X(⇤)

fixed by physical scattering and masses.
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If we take the belief that microscopic physics is more 
fundamental,  

are more fundamental than

If so, it is strange if 

because, we need a special relation among 

to realize the hierarchy.

<latexit sha1_base64="XrbC/cuSbUtWQNIA4lki+fTzRfg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWoIGWmiLosuulCoYJ9QDsOdzJpG5p5kGSEMvQ33Pgrblwo4lJX/o3pA6ytBwIn59xDco8XcyaVZX0bmaXlldW17HpuY3Nre8fc3avLKBGE1kjEI9H0QFLOQlpTTHHajAWFwOO04fWvRn7jgQrJovBODWLqBNANWYcRUFpyTStwK/clXGhf64wPxye43Yc4hlnlxm3+Xl0zbxWtMfAisackj6aouuZn249IEtBQEQ5StmwrVk4KQjHC6TDXTiSNgfShS1uahhBQ6aTjzYb4SCs+7kRCn1DhsTqbSCGQchB4ejIA1ZPz3kj8z2slqnPhpCyME0VDMnmok3CsIjyqCftMUKL4QBMggum/YtIDAUTpMnO6BHt+5UVSLxXts6J9e5ovX07ryKIDdIgKyEbnqIwqqIpqiKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHZDRjTDP76A+Mrx9TTJ1k</latexit>

m2
H
(⇤),(⇤),MX(⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="XrbC/cuSbUtWQNIA4lki+fTzRfg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkWoIGWmiLosuulCoYJ9QDsOdzJpG5p5kGSEMvQ33Pgrblwo4lJX/o3pA6ytBwIn59xDco8XcyaVZX0bmaXlldW17HpuY3Nre8fc3avLKBGE1kjEI9H0QFLOQlpTTHHajAWFwOO04fWvRn7jgQrJovBODWLqBNANWYcRUFpyTStwK/clXGhf64wPxye43Yc4hlnlxm3+Xl0zbxWtMfAisackj6aouuZn249IEtBQEQ5StmwrVk4KQjHC6TDXTiSNgfShS1uahhBQ6aTjzYb4SCs+7kRCn1DhsTqbSCGQchB4ejIA1ZPz3kj8z2slqnPhpCyME0VDMnmok3CsIjyqCftMUKL4QBMggum/YtIDAUTpMnO6BHt+5UVSLxXts6J9e5ovX07ryKIDdIgKyEbnqIwqqIpqiKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHZDRjTDP76A+Mrx9TTJ1k</latexit>

m2
H
(⇤),(⇤),MX(⇤)

1252 = 100002 - 9999.222
for example,
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In other words, a generic prediction of this framework is

Standard Model

something more 
fundamental 

physics.

O(1/Mx)
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example:

This would naively gives 

pion world

QCD

<latexit sha1_base64="JZVJfTKdhA6WHlLyUh6XHgWWBFc=">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</latexit>

�m2
⇡ ⇠ e2

(4⇡)2
⇤2
QCD ⇠O((10MeV)2)

heavy hadrons

~ (35MeV)2

it works!

(exp)

(theory guess)
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This discussion suggests that

the Standard Model should be replaced by some 
fundamental theory not so far from 125GeV.

Where are they hiding is really the question.



Lecture 3:  Beyond the Standard Model?
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Physics beyond the 
Standard Model
We’ve seen various mysteries

in the Standard Model.

Higgs?

Dark Matter?

Baryon asymmetry?

Grand Unification?

Today, I’m going to tell you about trials toward the 
understanding of these mysteries.

strong CP?

three generations?
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Standard Model
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Higgs mystery

Looks pretty artificial.

This is the most important part of the SM,
and at the same time, the most unsatisfactory part

of the SM.
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Nevertheless, pretty good fit with data.
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which means,

if we assume breakdown of the effective theory,
the scale of underlying theory to show up should be 

much higher than the Higgs mass.

10-100TeV 125GeV
???

(Little) Hierarchy Problem
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this should be an important hint 
for physics beyond the Standard Model
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Supersymmetry
fermionic dimension

space-time: x, y, z, t

complex number

ɸ(x,y,z,t)
field

superspace: x, y, z, t, 𝜃

complex number

Φ(x,y,z,t,𝜃)
superfield

The only possible extension of the special relativity.
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𝜃 ?
* 𝜃 is a spinor:  (𝜃1, 𝜃2)

* 𝜃’s are complex anti-commuting numbers..

* translation into 𝜃-directions are a bit funny

( )
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superfield to field

at most 2nd order

boson fermion boson

There are superpartners for each fields.
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boson = fermion rule
particles and their superpartners 

have the same properties.

especially,
boson fermion
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Higgs boson Higgsino

The light boson is not mysterious anymore. 

Light fermions such as the electron are common 
in nature.

Light bosons are also common with supersymmetry.
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hypothesis
There is an interesting hypothesis.

there is no supersymmetry in nature.

supersymmetry is spontaneously broken.

this phenomena triggers the Higgs mechanism?
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Supersymmetric world

Higgs Higgsino selectron electron

Higgs potential

m=0

ɸ4 potential
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Higgs

Higgsino selectron

electron

Higgs potential

m=0

Supersymmety broken world
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Higgs

Higgsino selectron

electron

electroweak symmetry breaking!

m=0

Supersymmety broken world
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The minimal model predicts that

Higgs boson mass (125GeV) ~ Z boson mass (90GeV)

Indeed, it is interesting to note that

H H

top, scalar top

the quantum correction drives the Higgs mass
parameter negative.

not too far!
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Wow.

Interestingly, superparticles at TeV make
all forces to be the same strength around 1016 GeV.
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Supersymmetric
Grand Unification?

beautiful.
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Moreover,
there are candidates of dark matter of the Universe.

Higgsino, gaugino (neutralino)

Gravitino
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Sounds good. 
However…

We haven’t seen a superparticle yet…
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Also,

125GeV Higgs is a bit heavy…

[Draper, Meade, Reece, Shih ’12]
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Maybe superparticles are heavy?

More complicated structure?

Stay tuned!
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Another approach
Higgs is light

Higgs as a Nambu-Goldstone boson?
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How come?
For example, let’s consider a theory with global symmetry

SO(5)

and assume spontaneous break down to

SO(4)

The number of the Nambu-Goldstone bosons is

(5x4/2)-(4x3/2)=4=2x2

One can identify this four d.o.f. with the Higgs field.

[Kaplan, Georgi ’84 …]
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If the Higgs boson is a Nambu-Goldstone boson,

1. the Higgs boson should be massless, and
2. the value of the Higgs field should not change 

physics.

But, in the real world, the Higgs boson has mass, 125GeV,
and the gauge boson masses and 

the quark/lepton masses are proportional to the 
value of the Higgs field.

But these two problems provides us with an interesting
hypothesis.
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Partially composite 
fermions

strong sectortop quark

elementary

Higgs is a Nambu-Goldstone boson in the strong sector.

exactly massless

SO(5) symmetricno SO(5) symmetry

[Kaplan ’91 …]
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strong sector

Partially composite 
fermions

top quark

partially composite
small coupling

Higgs is a Nambu-Goldstone boson in the strong sector.

λ

pseudo

no SO(5) symmetry anymore
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The explicit breaking provides

strong sector

top quark

Higgs field

λ λ

the Higgs potential at the λ2 order.
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strong sector
λ λ

top quark top quark

Also, we get

the top quark mass at the λ2 order.

Higgs field
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small explicit breaking terms can generate both

top quark mass

and

the Higgs potential

The gauge boson masses can also be generated
in a similar way.

What about other fermions?
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Actually, this scenario is friendly with the Yukawa 
structures.

strong sectorf
fermions λf

This coupling can control the size of the Yukawa
coupling.
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fermion masses

strong sector
λ1 λ2

Higgs field

f1 f2

The Yukawa coupling constant gets a structure of

y12 ~ λ1 λ2
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y12 ~ λ1 λ2

This structure says

light and heavy fermions mix weakly.

fermions with similar masses have large mixing.
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Looks consistent.
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Very nice, but…
The Higgs potential should be like,

this means <H> ~ f with f being the SO(5) breaking scale.

Such a scenario is severely constrained by
the electroweak precision data.

We need a few % level of fine-tuning to hide
the dynamical sector…
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In any case, the properties of the Higgs boson will be quite 
different from the Standard Model.

exciting!

Maybe we can see it at LHC, HL-LHC, ILC…
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Extra dimension?
It seems that we need more spacial dimension

to define quantum gravity(?)

The appearance of the light Higgs boson
may be indicating that breakdown of 4-dim field

theory is close?
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5-dim gauge theory?

in 4-dim. in 5-dim.

dim[V]=M, dim[r]=1/M

“e” is dimensionless dim[e]=1/M1/2
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From dimensional analysis
dimensionless physical quantity

energy

perturbative expansion breaks down at high energies.

limited predictability, but makes sense
as an effective theory.
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Kaluza-Klein theory

5th direction is compactified.

Looks like 4-dim for long-distance (low energy)
physics.
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In this type of theories,
the momentum in the 5th dimension is quantized.

from 4-dim people, this looks like the 
appearance of the Kaluza-Klein modes.

photon
KK photon 1
KK photon 2

…
.

0
1/R
2/R

…
.

Cute. It is wonderful if we see them!
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Higgs from higher dimension?

In constructing models, it is a choice if we allow
the Higgs to propagate into the extra dimension(s).
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interesting possibilities
* Higgs from gauge field in 5dim: Hosotani mechanism.

* Higgs from composite in 5dim: self breaking mechanism.

(this model shares various features in the Nambu-
Goldstone Higgs scenario.)

(Higgs as the condensation of the Standard Model
fermions?)

* Higgs mass from supersymmetric higher dim. theory.
supersymmetry breaking via compactification

Higgs may be a window to physics of space-time.
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Experimental hints of BSM?
anomalous magnetic moment of muon?

interaction Hamiltonian of muon.
g=2 in at tree level.
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calculated up to 5-loop level!

very precise measurement!

compare
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130

[Endo, Hamaguchi, Iwamoto, Kitahara ’21]
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Wmm.. looks excluded, 
but models of dark photon which 
only couples to mu and tau seem 

to evade the bounds.
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Anomaly in B-physics?

(theory prediction)

But…
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This can be explained by adding 
new interaction terms to the SM:
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exciting.



We’ve seen various mysteries:

What’s Higgs?

Why three generations?

What’s dark matter?
Strong CP?

These may be related. The central question is (I think)
“what’s Higgs?”

neutrino masses? baryon asymmetry?

grand unification?
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